
THIS ISN’T POSSIBLE… ZERO TO 

WEBSITE IN 60 SECONDS 

Today you are going to take all of that hard work in the first five days and do 

something that has not been possible before. 

You will take your keyword phrase and your lower phrases – 2 or 3 other category 

phrases that you picked – and create a completely optimized WordPress blog which 

is being totally pimped out with everything you will ever want for SEO in about 60 

seconds. 

It means that you can find the phrase in Market Samurai, as soon as you confirmed 

it, within literally a couple of minutes you can have a beautiful and unique web site 

that is completely SEO-optimized site ready to market and ready to be filled with 

content. 

It changes the game in network marketing because typically with social network 

marketing, it involves finding places to host your content, like in Squidoo, 

Hubpages and other similar sites but you are never in control of your own domain. 

What happens if there is a Squidoo slap? Your business is in the hands of other. 

This is not a legitimate strategy because you can’t do it with your own web site. 

Well, wrong… you can do it with your own web site now. You are going to learn 

how. And in the tradition of Thirty Day Challenge, you will be able to do it 

absolutely free. 

First off, you need to go to WordPress Direct. This is a special site WordPress Direct 

put up for Thirty Day Challengers. The only people who have access to WordPress 

Direct are people who’ve helped tested it from the first Over the Edge Beechworth 

conference, which was held in April 2008 of which during that time the software 

was also launched internally. 

It has taken a huge amount of research, development and marketing and the result 

is something extraordinary. 

There is a great video to watch on the site as well. 

http://30dc.wordpressdirect.com/


 

As you can see, there are two obvious buttons on the top right corner of the page. 

There is a Free Membership option and $1 Trial Silver Membership option, 

which is the Thirty Day Challenge (TDC) special. 

In TDC, you will do everything that you possibly can for free as you have done so 

far. If you decide to take the free membership, you can create 3 blogs, which is 

more than enough to achieve your Thirty Day Challenge goal and make money. 

You can go with that option. Veterans are going to realize immediately how 

powerful this is. If you want more, you can grab $1 trial which will give you 15 

blogs to try on and access to all of the auto-content features for 30 days. You can 

choose to cancel it or continue with the service and be billed on a monthly basis. 

More about this on the WordPress Direct site. 

You’ve got the choice, and it is important to make this crystal clear that the free, no 

string attached, version is more than fine for the TDC. 

Now click on the big green button to sign up for the free membership. 



 

You need to fill in your information on the screen – the field marked with the 

asterisk (*) is compulsory. Of course, you also need to accept the terms and 

conditions before you hit the Submit button. 

Soon you’ll get an email address which you need to confirm by clicking a link in that 

email (it’s a double opt-in email process). You must do this or otherwise you will 

not be able to get the most out of the service. 

The first time you are in, again, you may see a message to remind you to click on 

the confirmation link so you can access everything. 

Because you are just getting started, let’s create a brand new web site. The process 

involves just a few clicks of a button. Best of all, this is not only a typical web site 

but optimized web site. Many SEO experts work on it to make sure the web site is 

Google gravy. 

 



Click on the Install New Sites / Themes button. The first screen will show you a 

list of more than 1,500 different themes. You can do to the top and use the search 

function to locate your main theme. For example, in this example, it may be guitar. 

 

The result shows two themes relevant to the keyword guitar. 

 

Because the site is going to be about vintage electric guitar, the Spanish Guitar 

theme may not be appropriate so let’s use the My Guitar theme. Click on the link 

that says Instant WebSite Instantly. 



 

The first part of the second screen looks like below. 

 

There are two options regarding hosting. You may use a hosting account such as 

Hostgator. To help Thirty Day Challenge cover bandwidth cost, consider signing up 

http://secure.hostgator.com/cgi-bin/affiliates/clickthru.cgi?id=wuranga


with Hostgator from within the member’s area. Hostgator works smoothly with 

WordPress Direct. 

HOSTING WITH WORDPRESS DIRECT 
Another option is to have WordPress Direct host it for you. If you want to take that 

option, you just choose Let us host it for you option. It costs you nothing. 

 

If you choose this option, you are able to pick one of the different domains and 

check to see if the sub-domain for your site is available. For this example, it will be 

topicster.com because it is generic and apply to different topics. 

Next, you type in your keyword – without spaces, into the field before the domain 

name (as a sub-domain). 

 

Click on the Check Availability button to make sure it is available for use. If it’s 

not, you can still use the keyword but pick another domain name. 



USE YOUR HOSTING ACCOUNT 
If you have an existing hosting account, the process is slightly different during 

setup. The rest is entirely the same. 

 

In the Website Full Address field, enter the full address to your blog. In this 

example, it is www.vintageelectricguitarblog.com. Next you should provide your 

FTP username and FTP password. 

 

You may pick from one of the Hosting Company in the list. If you are going to buy 

your own hosting account, Ed recommends Hostgator, which works perfectly and it 

is all automatic. 

If your hosting company is not on the list, and it is using cPanel – which is a 

popular platform for web hosting account management – then you should choose 

other cPanel-based Hosting. 



Finally make sure the save account information checkbox is ticked. 

The second half of the form in the second step of the process looks like below. 

 

Make sure you check the directory location of your domain. Click on the browse link 

to search for the hosting directory. This is useful if you are a bit more advanced. 

 

Web Site Title should include your main phrase, which in this case is The Vintage 

Electric Guitar Blog. When picking the Slogan for the website, you also want to 

include your key phrase. Be careful when you are spelling at this point. For 

demonstration in this lesson, it would be Everything Vintage Electric Guitar… 



You need an Email address and Password for the website, so put those 

information in the right fields. 

Finally, you need to remember your category keywords. These are the other 

phrases in that area that is good but not but not as good as the primary one. And 

remember to include your main phrase too into the text area. With this example the 

list would be: 

vintage electric guitar 

vintage bass guitar 

vintage gibson guitar 

antique guitar 

Finally, click on the Check Settings & Proceed to Next Step to submit your 

information. 

The next screen allows you to setup AutoIncomeMaker. 

You are going to learn and use this later in TDC. For now, just make sure you tick 

all the checkboxes for each keyword in Text (Answers), Video (YouTube), and 

Shopping. Of course, if you are using Free option, the Shopping checkbox is not 

available. 

 



In TDC, you are not going to use AdSense, but if you want it, it is nice to know it is 

there. The Google Analytics ID is important but you will set that up later. 

Finally, click the Install Website Now button. Wait for a moment while WordPress 

Direct install your web site for you. When finished, you will see a screen like below. 

 

Hit the Visit your new site to confirm that everything is working properly. 

 

Of course, it is now blank because you haven’t loaded it up with content yet. 

 

 

 

 

 


